
Key Links Reading
What makes Key Links di�erent?

Key Links books explicitly involve readers in thinking and talking 
about what and how they read, and making links 

to what and how they write.
—Jill Eggleton

     engaging, relevant fiction and non-fiction texts
benchmarking materials for each level
formative assessment for comprehension, word knowledge and fluency for each level

     comprehensive, balanced teaching support (covering oral language, reading and writing skills; 

      phonic knowledge and phonemic awareness;  visual language and conventions of print)

Like other quality reading programs, Key Links includes:

However, Key Links also uniquely provides:

FOCUS PANELS with teaching prompts on every page for teachers to use before, 
during and after the first reading of the book.

VISUAL SUMMARIES at the end of each book to assist students to retell and summarise 
what they have read.

SCAFFOLDING AND REINFORCEMENT to support literacy skills and strategies as they 
move through the levels.

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE inside the front cover on how to use the teaching prompts.  
In lower levels the independent activity for students to complete is also located here.

SCAFFOLDED READING LEVELS that cater for all students from beginner readers to 
upper fluency.

CLASS-TO-HOME LINK training through the Focus Panels that demonstrate types of 
questioning parents/carers can use for home-reading.



FOCUS PANEL: Unique to Key Links, Focus Panels provide easy-to-use samples of prompts that optimise 
 teaching–learning opportunities. These questions merge oral language, reading and writing skills  

and strategies into engaging discussions for all readers. 

Emergent/Early

Lower Fluency

Upper Fluency

The FOCUS PANELS for the  
Emergent/Early Levels of Key Links  
provide prompts to use for each page:

• PREVIEW—before reading
• VIEW—during reading
• REVIEW—after reading.

The prompts focus on:

• comprehension strategies

• processing skills

• vocabulary and phonics in context

• oral language

• reading fluency and more…

The FOCUS PANELS carefully and sequentially sca�old and
reinforce skills and strategies used in previous books. 
They provide a link from classroom to home reading.

Prompts in the Fluency Levels  
of Key Links develop students’ 
understanding and use of: 

• author’s purpose

• prediction

• clarifying vocabulary

• comprehensive connections

•  reading on the lines, beyond the
lines, between the lines

• question generation

• fact and opinion

• action and consequence

• plot development, character development, setting

In Upper Fluency the FOCUS PANEL further develops students’ skills to: 

• identify and discuss practices of good readers and writers

• examine the author’s craft and literary devices

• explore the use of vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure.

Key Links Focus Panels

phonemic awareness•

explicit links between reading and writing specific texts.•



prompts that optimise 
. These questions merge oral language, reading and writing skills  

and strategies into engaging discussions for all readers. 

Key Links Visual Summaries

 VISUAL SUMMARIES: found at the end of each book assist students to retell and summarise what they 
have read. The summary style varies between fiction and nonfiction. They also vary once students move 

into the Fluency and Upper Fluency levels.

Emergent and Early FICTION titles
Emergent/Early Fiction books feature storyboard 
illustrations near the back of the book to assist 
retelling. As the levels increase, the complexity of 
the storyboards also increase.
Key Links YELLOW, Hippo’s Egg

Emergent and Early NONFICTION titles
Emergent/Early Nonfiction books feature an index 
and a graphic organiser to assist in summarising. As 
the levels increase, the complexity of the organisers 
also increase.
Key Links RED, Food for Zebras

Fluency and Upper Fluency titles
Fluency and Upper Fluency books feature ‘Partner Prattle’ prompts 
that encourage: peer discussion on relevant details, articulation and 
justification of their opinion, 
and thinking beyond the text.
 ‘Going Solo’ activities are 
designed to be tackled 
individually. Activities explore 
the link between reading and 
writing explicitly.

Emergent and Early NONFICTION 
Emergent/Early Nonfiction books feature an index 
and a graphic organiser to assist in 
the levels increase, the complexity of the organisers 
also increase.
Key Links RED, Food for Zebras

Key Links EMERALD, 
(Personal Narrative 1)
Change Happens



 

Key Links Sca�olding and Reinforcement

SCAFFOLDING AND REINFORCEMENT: All Key Links books have been sequenced to sca�old and reinforce 
literacy skills over time. Full scope and sequence maps are downloadable from the website for each level. 

The reading order of titles in each level are indicated inside the back cover. 
For example:                       would indicate a book should be the second book read in Magenta level.

An example of sca�olding for high frequency words is shown below:

Monkey Fun
KL-M1
Key Words: I am

I am a Robot
KL-M2
Key Words: I am a

What´s Next?
KL-M3
Key Words: Here is the

Racing
KL-M5
Key Words: The ... are

Sleeping Animals
KL-M4
Key Words: The ... is

A detailed scope and sequence for each level is available on the website for programming. 

KL–M2



Key Links Step-by-Step Guidance

 STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE: on how to preview, view and review each book is provided inside the front cover 
of each book. In early and emergent levels, this section also provides an independent activity

for students to complete.

Early and Emergent books feature 
guides that  prompt teachers’ use of the 
book. 
An independent activity, along with a small 
example of the completed activity for 
students to follow, is also diplayed here.

Fluency and Upper Fluency books: 
     feature teaching focuses for 
     reading, writing, oral language and 
     word exploration.
     emphasise the reading-writing 
     link, and more complex independent 
     activities.



Key Links Class-to-Home Links
By Jill Eggleton

 

CLASS-TO-HOME LINKS: ensure parents and teachers are ‘on the same page’ if books are taken home.
Often parents are unsure how to use take-home reading books. The prompts in the Focus Panels can be 

used by parents to discuss Key Links books and give them ideas for how to approach other books
they read with their children.

Cutting-edge design enables lower reading levels to 
be used comfortably with older struggling students.

Sca�olded Reading Levels

 SCAFFOLDED READING LEVELS: allow Key Links to be integrated easily with other 
reading programs used within schools.

Emergent: 20 titles

L1—L2 Magenta (20 titles)

Early: 96 titles

L3—L5 Red (24 titles)

L6—L8 Yellow (24 titles)L6—L8 Yellow (24 titles)

L9—L11 Blue (24 titles)

L12—L14 Green (24 titles)

L15—L16 Orange (12 titles)

L17—L18 Turquoise (12 titles)

L23—L24 Silver (12 titles)

L25—L26 Emerald (12 titles)

L19—L20 Purple (12 titles)

L21—L22 Gold (12 titles)

L27—L28 Ruby (12 titles)

L29—L30 Sapphire (12 titles)

Fluency: 48 titles

Upper Fluency: 48 titles

I am a Robot
KL-M2

As levels increase: more visual literacy elements are 
introduced, questions become broader and deeper 
and individual activities are more rigorous.

A Suit for Space 
Walking
KL-O7

and individual activities are more rigorous.

A Suit for Space 
Walking
KL-O7




